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Press release 

Japanese heavy industries pioneer IHI initiates forum for Vietnam development 

As part of its expansion strategy in Vietnam, IHI co-hosts unique forum with Ministry of 

Planning and Investment’s Foreign Investment Agency to discuss modernization for the 

country’s next stage of growth 

HANOI, Vietnam – 8
th

 October, 2014 – IHI corporation today launched forum “Vietnam 2020 

and Beyond: Modernization for the next stage of growth” with Vietnam Ministry of Planning and 

Investment’s Foreign Investment Agency (FIA) to confer and explore partnerships and country 

growth solutions through key pillars including energy and resources, infrastructure, industrial 

machinery, aero engines and space development. This first-ever forum of its kind held by a 

private Japanese corporation and Vietnam government presents a unique platform that networks 

more than 200 government officials, state-owned and private companies, proactively seeking to 

help drive sustainable growth for Vietnam.  

Besides discussions on world-class industrial approaches and products that are tailored 

specifically to Vietnam market’s need, the forum also featured an exhibition of IHI’s 

breakthrough products and some model display.  IHI, the Japanese heavy industries leader, 

showcased its variety of industrial solutions, equipment and nation-scaled capabilities, spanning 

from promoting coal technology, maintaining Jet engines and logistics improvements or support 

to bringing Vietnamese satellites into space for better management of natural disasters.  

Speaking at the forum opening ceremony, Director of Foreign Investment Agency – Ministry of 

Planning & Investment Do Nhat Hoang appraised, “IHI’s decision in expanding business in 

Vietnam affirms the attraction of Vietnam. Its initiative in co-hosting the forum has also shown 

the increasingly effective investment policy of Vietnam in general and Japanese active 

investment in particular. Nhat Tan Bridge is amongst the landmark projects that IHI has been 

building in Vietnam, along with its three other projects in Hai Phong and Hai Duong with the 

total investment of nearly US$100 million, playing an important role in the eco-socio 

development of Vietnam.”     

In replies to the Vietnam market’s call, Tamotsu Saito, IHI’s President and Chief Executive 

Officer, addressed, “We understand Vietnam’s aim to develop smartly, at the right pace. We 

understand the need for technology expertise that supports Vietnam’s ambition to enable 

exchange and enterprise. Most importantly, we aim to empower Vietnam’s key asset and its 

biggest strength to drive development: Vietnamese people and their dreams for a bright future. 

The more we build, the more we create world-class capabilities amongst Vietnamese companies 

and Vietnamese talent. Our primary goal is to partner with Vietnam in a way that brings benefit 

to the Vietnamese people”.   

As a Japanese leading heavy industries pioneer with deep global experience, IHI has a history of 

over 160 years dedicated to innovation and development. IHI has introduced new technologies to 

hydropower plants, ports and landmark bridges in Vietnam as a trusted contractor of Japan-

Vietnam ODA projects over decades. Nhat Tan Bridge is just a visible part of the success record 
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that IHI targets to multiply in Vietnam. The corporation unveils that its expansion strategy also 

works towards establishing a sustainable business system for future growth of the country and a 

knowledge infrastructure that will boost Vietnam to global competitiveness. 

IHI designed forum “Vietnam 2020 and Beyond: Modernization for the next stage of growth” 

would set a foundation for further deeper and more regular discussions between Vietnam 

government and businesses in the coming time. On the occasion of this forum, IHI Corporation 

also signed with Hanoi University of Science and Technology on offering full scholarships to 10 

excellent students in three consecutive years. 

According to FIA, Japan was the largest foreign investor in more than 100 countries and 

territories investing in Vietnam with 2,410 projects and investment capital of US$36.3 billion by 

September 2014. Most recently, on the occasion of the official visit of Vietnamese President 

Truong Tan Sang to Japan, the two governments have advanced the two countries’ relationships 

to Strategic Partnership for Peace and Prosperity in Asia.  

# # # 

About IHI Corporation 

IHI Corporation (IHI) is a global engineering, construction and manufacturing company that 

provides a broad range of products in four business areas: “Resources, Energy and Environment”, 

“Social Infrastructure and Offshore Facilities”, “Industrial System and General-Purpose 

Machinery”, and “Aero Engine, Space and Defense”. IHI was established in Tokyo in 1853, and 

today operates a global network of 259 consolidated companies, with approximately 27,500 

employees worldwide. The company's consolidated revenues for fiscal 2013 (ended March 31, 

2014) totaled 1,304 billion yen. 

 

For more information, visit http://www.ihi.co.jp/en/index.html 
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